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Question to be discussed

Cutthroat capitalism vs. Cuddly capitalism

Can inclusiveness be compatible with innovation? 
Incompatible : The technologically leading countries opt for liberal-style institutions ('cutthroat' capitalism) with income inequality,
while other following countries adopt coordinated-style institutions ('cuddly' capitalism) with  greater equality (Acemoglu, Robinson and Verdier 2012)
; Large welfare states diminish entrepreneurship (Henreckson, 2002)

Compatible : The welfare state could contribute to innovation through enhancing human capital and skill formation,
as well as increasing risk-taking behaviors (Mkandawire 2007, Filippetti and Guy 2015, Bell et al. 2018)
; Welfare spending could enhance the effectiveness of R&D spending (Koo, Choi, and Park, 2019)
; Inclusive growth by the OECD and the IMF 

Why should inclusiveness go with innovation?
How could inclusiveness enhance innovation and vice versa?
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Productivity paradox and dualization
The productivity has slowed down since the 1970s : Producing the ‘Productivity Paradox’ and ‘Unbalanced Growth’

Widening gap between progressive sectors and stagnant sector

Decreasing the number of firms contributing to the productivity increase and also the number of people benefiting from it

Productivity paradox (Dezernat Zukunft, 2018)

Marked between-firm divergence has been observed from the early 2000s

(Andrews, Criscuolo and Gal, 2015)

1. Productivity paradox and unbalanced growthCHAPTER1



2. Emergence of economic nationalism

Rising tension between globalization and nationalism
Korea has been one of the most open and globalized economies

Rising economic nationalism and trade conflicts can expose the vulnerability of the Korean economy

Buying and assembling parts and materials abroad & making and selling final products abroad
New economic strategy required?

Reliance on trade, % of GDP (2017)

Hidden Champions by Country

자료: Simon Kucher & Partners (2014)
https://www.slideshare.net/GregorioLato/simon-kucher-hermannsimonhiddenchampions

- Hidden Champion: 한 품목에서 세계 3위 이내거나 각 대륙에서 1위인 중소기업(수입 연 50억유로 미만)Source: World Bank (2019)
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3. Underuse and mismatch of human capital

The advancement rate to tertiary education in South Korea is near to 70%, and the level of human capital and skill 
level of young people is one of the highest among OECD countries

But, the NEET(Not in Education, Employment, or Training) ratio is equally high and women’s employment rate is lower than the OECD average. 
The gender pay gap is the highest among OECD

A large gap between adults’ skill level and young people’s level, according to the PIAAC (Survey of adult skills)

Advancement rate to tertiary education (age 25-34)
in Korea and OECD (2000-2017) NEET ratio by educational attainment in Korea and OECD (2014) 

Source: OECD(2014) Education et a glance Source: OECD (2019), Population with tertiary education (indicator) 
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CHAPTER1 4. More ‘wicked problems’ and citizens as active agents

Civil society and enterprises is considered as key 
to address fundamental social challenges.

Social problems from daily issues to global environmental issues 
are increasingly becoming ‘wicked’ 
Citizens take part in social innovation voluntarily 
and social innovation require some form of organized action.
The size of the third sector in the US 
and Europe shows the potential of civil society 
(Salamon 2018; Salamon & Sokolowski, 2018), 
but not much in Korea. 

Employment in nonprofits in Korea, 2015

Employment in nonprofits vs. key industries in US, 2015

Employment in nonprofits vs. 
key industries in 24 European countries, 2014

Source: Better Future (2017) Source: Salamon & Sokolowski (2018), edit
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CHAPTER2 1. What is “Innovation”?

Definition` of “Innovation”
Three criteria to distinguish the “innovation”

Scope of Innovation
Innovators can be individuals, businesses, civil society, countries, and also include not only for-profit activities but also for non-profit activities

1) Is it novel? 2) Does it create value? 3) Does it solve a meaningful problem?

This concept encompasses business innovation and social innovation, and both product innovation and process innovation

Source: Joe Dwyer (https://digintent.com/what-is-innovation) Source: Abu-Saifan, S. (2012)



2. Innovation in Korea : History and Performance

Excellent Innovation Inputs and Outputs
The government put efforts to revive the economy through innovative policies such as revitalizing venture businesses
and fostering growth-driven industries since the Asian financial crisis 

Korea ranks 11th in Global Innovation Index 2019 (GDP per capita: the 28th largest, as of 2018)

Discussions on social innovation began in the 2000s with the Roh Moo-hyun Government 
: the government rapidly expands institutional support, leading to the promotion of the social economy

Social Economy in Korea

Source: 관계부처합동(2018)
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3. Issues in economic innovation ① Elite-oriented innovation

Polarization of productivity: Increasing gap between innovation-led conglomerates and SMEs
82.2% of employment in SMEs (SMEs Indicators, 2018)

The productivity in SMEs as a percentage of
large firms in 2014

Average wage by workplace size
(Over 500 persons=100)

Source: OECD(2018) Source: Rho(2018)

Rising gap of labor productivity and wage between large enterprises and SMEs         increasing inequality
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3. Issues in economic innovation ① Elite-oriented innovation

Intrapreneurs within large enterprises have led economic innovation in Korea, 
but innovation outside large firms are scarce

Despite the high ICT patent application rate, only 7.9% of employees experienced innovation activities
Though innovation activities in large firms are highly important, their impact on employment and general living standard seems to be less influential
In particular, women’s ratio among intrapreneurs is very low

Employees engaged in innovation activities by countries (%) Intrapreneurs gender ratio (%)

자료 : Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2015 Adult Population Survey
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3. Issues in economic innovation ② Lack of creativity

Required skills in digital revolution : Creativity

Routine-biased technological change: Jobs with creative task would survive in future (Goos et al, 2014)
Compared to the other OECD countries, Korea has more employees performing routinized task and dependent task
Furthermore, youth generation is allegedly the least creative generation in Korea

How creative are you?(1 to 4) 
The mean of late twenties=2.42

Source : the analysis of the 6th world value survey

Source : the analysis of the LAB2050 Survey
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3. Issues in economic innovation ② Lack of creativity

Lack of Creative Outputs
According to the 2019 Global Innovation Index, the intangible asset productivity of Korea is excellent, 
but the ranking relating to creative performance is lower than the overall Innovation ranking of Korea (11th)

Criteria Items
Ranking

‘15 ‘16 ‘17 ‘18 ‘19

Creative Outputs

Intangible assets

Creative goods
& services

Online creativity

Trademarks by origin/bn PPP$ GDP
Industrial designs by origin/bn PPP$ GDP
ICTs & business model creation
ICTs & organizational model creation

Cultural & creative services exports, % total trade
National feature films/mn pop. 15-69
Entertainment & Media market/th pop. 15-69
Printing & other media, % manufacturing
Creative goods exports, % total trade

Generic top-level domains (TLDs)/th pop. 15-69
Country-code TLDs/th pop. 15-69
Wikipedia edits/mn pop. 15-69
Mobile app creation/bn PPP$ GDP

28 21 15 17 17

19 2 3 2 3

49 50 35 37 42

41 35 40 37 37
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3. Issues in economic innovation ③ An excessive pursuit of stability

Risk-taking behavior is key in innovation and entrepreneurship

Youth in Korea tend to seek stability and to avoid risk and challenge 
This trend would undermine the potential of innovation in Korea

People in 20s and 30s are the most crucial age groups for knowledge-based start-ups (Bell et al, 2017)

Young people's desired future career(13~29 years old) What is the obstacle to creativity for you?(%)

Source: KOSIS Social survey(2017) Source : the analysis of the LAB2050 Survey
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Low entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurship is an indicator of the breadth of future innovation activities
: Korea has a lower level of entrepreneurship than its economic status.

The proportion of people who are afraid of failure is high
People with higher human capital seek stability and people who have no choice in the labor market jump into the self-employment

The proportion of people aged 18 to 64
who are unable to start their own businesses due to fear of failure

CHAPTER2 3. Issues in economic innovation ③ An excessive pursuit of stability



3. Issues in economic innovation ④ high ratio of the vulnerable self-employed

Low percentage of people who start their own businesses for opportunity, with interest and passion
People who start their businesses with their own interests and passion are more likely to be creative and successful

Reasons for starting
a business
(Opportunity, 

Family business, necessity)

Percentage of respondents 
pointing to the option, 

by gender of ownership 
or management;

To pursue an interest or passion

Source : OECD(2014), Entrepreneurship at a Glance

Source : OECD (2018), Entrepreneurship at a Glance
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3. Issues in economic innovation ⑤ Low Acceptability

Conflict with people who oppose innovation in the process of introducing innovation – low consumers’ acceptance
Low acceptance of innovation in society hinders entry of new technologies, services, products, etc.

A neo-Luddite is a person who resists the gradual pull towards a world where digital technology is the norm,
rather than an expectation(Adam Howatson, 2018)

Conflict of taxi with new mobility industry in Korea

Source : 2019 Autonomous Vehicles Readiness(KPMG)

Source : http://news.mt.co.kr/mtview.php?no=2019022416375065276
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4. Issue in social innovation ① Capacity Building and Development of Civil Society

In Korea, the civil society capacity is generally limited.
Civil society is a key actor in social innovation (Economist, 2017)
Social trust and social capital are considered as the primary resource of civil society and social entrepreneurship 
(Madhooshi et al, 2015; SOLIDUS 2018)
Korean tend to have low trust in stranger or general people 
and do not help stranger compared to European countries and the United State.

Most people can be trusted(%)
Helped a stranger, or someone you didn’t know 

who needed help?(%)

Source : World Giving Index 2018Source: WVS 6th Survey & ESS 2016 
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4. Issue of social innovation ② Social entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneur, i.e. people who engaged in activities for social, environmental, 
and community objective is very low in Korea

Korean who responded that they are currently trying to start or leading any kind of initiative that has a particularly social, 
environmental or community objective was only about 1.8%.
The gender gap was also high that the percentage of female entrepreneurs is low compared to other countries

Are you currently trying to start or leading any kind of initiative that has a particularly social, environmental or community objective? (unit: %)

Source: GEM(2015) Entrepreneurial Behaviour and Attitudes (database)
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Exclusive growth to inclusive growth/innovation

Coexistence of innovation and inclusiveness

Failure as socioeconomic assets

Case of innovative and inclusive state: Sweden
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Innovation by all and for all
If few firms produce remarkable productivity growth whereas others not, it could aggravate inequality and increase the financial
burden of the welfare state       Exclusive growth 

Inclusive innovation assumes wide productivity growth across leading industries to ‘stagnant’ industries and pursues STI
(Science, Technology, Innovation) and also DUI (Doing, Using, Interacting) innovation & social innovation i.e. grass roots-type innovation. 

Inclusive social policy reduces social risks faced by individuals and facilitates the potential of individuals’ innovation capacity 

Productivity paradox: exclusive growth Innovative and inclusive state: Inclusive innovation

1. Exclusive growth to inclusive growth and innovation CHAPTER3



Inclusive institutions could enhance individuals’ capabilities, reduce low-paying jobs, increase middling jobs
Pursuing the reduction of productivity gap and inequality in the labor market

1. Exclusive growth to inclusive growth and innovation 

1) As it is 2) Desirable path

CHAPTER3

Significant reduction of middle-class jobs in the transition from industrial to post-industrial economies
and likely to be continued in the era of the digital revolution



Not all countries experienced productivity paradox and exclusive growth
Varied patterns of productivity growth across OECD countries

1. Exclusive growth to inclusive growth and innovation 

Some show the general productivity increase or decrease across industries but others exhibit the widening gap among industries

Institutions and policies matter: Role of the government

Firms’ productivity change in manufacturing sectors (OECD, 2016)
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2. Coexistence of innovation and inclusiveness

There is a high probability of inclusive innovation, not exclusionary innovation,
in a well-established country of inclusive social policy

Northern European countries are much higher than South Korea in terms of productivity of 1-9 employees compared to 250 employees.

SERVICES
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3. Failure as socioeconomic assetsCHAPTER3



4. An example of Innovative & Inclusive State: Sweden 

Since 1990, innovations have been enhanced by business sector reforms, labor market deregulation & tax reforms
(e.g. The New Competition Act in 1993)

With not only process innovation but also product innovation, Sweden turned into the fast and most improvements. Young firms and
starts-ups are more prominent in the Swedish business sector than in the U.S. business sector (Heyman et al., 2016; Decker at al., 2014)

Main factors of success : With business sector innovation, stable social protection policy(redistributive income security,
Free medical care), social innovation policy(tuition free, lifelong education),family-friendly policy, social policy specialized to
entrepreneurial activity(Sabbatical leave) (sources: World Economic Forum, Forbes, Independent, etc)

One of the most prominent country about entrepreneurial activity for stars-ups in Europe
World Economic Forum (2017)

With the highest innovation index among EU
European Innovation Scoreboard (2018)
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4. An example of Innovative & Inclusive State: Sweden

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2012/09/28/is-sweden-awesome-because-it-mooches-off-the-u-s/
https://lanekenworthy.net/2012/09/29/will-everyone-be-worse-off-if-the-united-states-turns-social-democratic/
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1. Effects of inclusive social policy

Individual capacity

Social capital

Trust X Happiness

Human capital

Risk-taking

Innovation acceptability

Employment

Taxation

Freedom

Inclusive social policy

Stability

Creativity

Self-realization /
Community participation

Growth

Social problem solving

Innovation
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1. Effects of inclusive social policy

Inclusive social policy facilitating grass-root innovation
Stability: Social policy enhancing quality of life and reducing uncertainty of life
Diversity: Social policy diminishing hierarchical relationship and uniformity, and promoting various forms of work and life 
Universality: Social policy provided for all regardless of age and income

Social protection

Social investment

Inclusive regulation

Deliberation
and

experiment

Stability

Diversity Universality
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Universal education policy and personalized education service make people contribute to innovation (Miettinen, 2013)

2. Direction of inclusive social policy: No more lost Einstein! 

Introducing equality policy helps to reduce wealth inequality and develop human capital, e.g. adversity score
Cognitive ability is diminished by poverty (Mani et al, 2013).

Relationship between being inventor and 3rd grade math test score  (Bell et al 2017) Adversity Score (SAT) 
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2. Direction of inclusive social policy: Providing security → Risk-taking and acceptability

Security alleviating risk and uncertainty can facilitate creativity and innovation (Filippetti&Guy, 2015; Raffiee, J., & Feng, J., 2014)

Creativity is the product of institutions Psychological safety contributes to risk-hedging and creativity (Carmeli et al, 2010)

Effect of insecurity experiences on the prediction about a technological revolutionary society
If someone has recently experienced income or employment insecurity, there is a high proportion of negative predictions
about the technological revolutionary society.

Source: A Survey on the Public Perception of Stability and Freedom(LAB2050) 19 to 64 years of the general public

My life would be better(%) It would have a negative effect on my job(%)

Whether they have experienced income or job insecurity during the last year
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2. Direction of inclusive social policy: Life course perspective and social return

Enhancing citizen’s capability and employability over their life course using social protection
and social investment policies

CHAPTER4
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LINE
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individuals the welfare state
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EMPLOYABILITY

INACTIVE PERIOD,
SELF-EMPLOYMENT,
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2. Direction of inclusive social policy: Life course perspective and social returnCHAPTER4

Housing
support

Support for
various types
of family

Pre-natal
care and
maternity
support

POLICY TYPES
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DEVELOPMENT

COGNITIVE
SKILLS NORMS AND
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SKILLS PERSONAL

TRAITS WORK AND
BABIES OCCUPATIONAL

SKILLS LESS SOCIAL
ISOLATION IMPROVED

HEALTH
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Quality
childcare

Child
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Universal
leave
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living standard

High school
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Self-designed
semester

Creative-
cultural
learning
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allowance
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Flexible
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Individual
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Self-planned BI
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Medical
innovation
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platform
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Care services
using high-tech

Community
-building
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2. Direction of inclusive social policy: Through experiment and deliberation

Policy reforms would spark various social debates and conflicts 
Diversity facilitates innovation, but without inclusiveness, it could generate social conflicts

In solving these problems, it is necessary to expand the use of democratic deliberation and evidence-based policy.

Democratic governance Evidence-based policy

Participation and deliberation Experimental methods

Citizens’ participation and deliberation are increasingly
important in modern societies in building an effective
public policy

Against increasing uncertainties in modern public issues,
public policy reforms should be made on deliberation
in the non-hierarchical way

For democratic governance, equality,
representativeness, and transparency
are key factors together with evidence-based policy

Beyond elites’ opinion or ideology, evidence should be
based on every policy decision-making

Experimental culture in public policy making can enhance
the effectiveness of public policy.
Quasi-experimental methods should be widely used
before a policy is nationalized

Together with a large-scale experiment, various social
innovation activities by citizens, firms, and governments
could be useful for tackling social problems
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Smaller productivity gaps and low inequality by generous welfare state, innovative firms, and active civil society

Increasing individuals’ capacity by providing freedom and security and promoting solidarity and innovation

3. Future of innovative and inclusive state

Pursuing the virtue circle between innovation and inclusive social policy

Generous welfare state tackling large social risks and active social innovation dealing with various social problems

CHAPTER4

Source: OECD(2018)
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